
 

 

6th Form Preparation 
work for 

Chemistry 
 

Week 1 and 2 
 

Complete research on the 
chemistry behind 
fireworks. Write an 
information card to explain 

what you have learnt. 
 
 
 
 
Time: 1 hour  

                   Listen to the Chemistry for    
                   your life podcast explaining  
                   how the element helium  
                   changes your voice. Write a 
paragraph to explain the science behind 
the high squeaky voice we hear when 
we breathe it in. 
 
Podcast: How does helium change your 
voice 
Time: 1hr 

                              Play the balancing   
                               symbol equation  
                              simulation to help you    
                              visualise how many 
atoms are needed to balance an 
equation. 
 
 
 
Balancing symbol equation simulation 
Time: 15 min 

Read the article on using 
plastics in the body. Write 
an essay of 600-700 words 
to describe all the different  

                     uses. 
 
 
 
 
Article: Using plastics in the body 
Time: 1 hour 

                               Play the balancing   
                               symbol equation  
                               game where you put   
                               your balancing symbol 
equation skills into practise 
 
 
 
 
Balancing symbol equation game 
Time: 15 mins 

Complete the questions on 
knowledge from GCSE 
Chemistry that you need to 
know to move on to A  

                      Level. 
 
 
 
 
Pre-knowledge Topic: Atomic Structure 
Time: 1 hour 

Watch the video where 
Professor Jim Al-Khalili tells 
the story of the greatest 
scientific discovery ever - 

that everything is made of atoms. Write 
10 interesting facts you learnt while 
watching. 
 
 
Video: Atoms 1 – Clash of the Titans 
Time: 1 hour 

Complete the task to 
create timeline showing 
the different scientists 
involved in the model of 

the atom changing over time. Follow 
the success criteria to help you 
complete it. 
 
 
 
 
Task: History of the Atom 
Time: 1 hour 

Read the balancing symbol 
equation notes and worked 
examples. Write a flash 
card to describe how to 

balance an equation.  
 
 
 
 
Balancing Symbol Equation Notes and 
Examples 
Time: 15 mins 

  Watch the balancing 
symbol equation video and 
make sure you remember  
                      how to 

balance equations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Balancing symbol equation video 
Time: 15 mins 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.stitcher.com/podcast/podcast-for-your-life/chemistry-for-your-life
https://www.stitcher.com/podcast/podcast-for-your-life/chemistry-for-your-life
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/balancing-chemical-equations
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11QFBgYSB9PYZS1vwr12EpWw-nBEuzFXP/view?usp=sharing
https://education.jlab.org/elementbalancing/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/11QFBgYSB9PYZS1vwr12EpWw-nBEuzFXP/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GOJFznzSZhM
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mBoAJXmSXRfWjSDkk3Jg3r_O5NzyXvPr/view?usp=sharing
https://www.chemteam.info/Equations/Balance-Equation.html
https://www.chemteam.info/Equations/Balance-Equation.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnGu3xO2h74

